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DESCRIPTION
Museo Portrait photo paper is ideal for wedding, portrait and 

school photographers who are making the transition from 

lab prints to inkjet printing. A step above all other photo 

papers of its kind in the market today, it is sure to accurately 

reproduce the look and feel of traditional photographic 

paper. The instant dry resin coating produces vivid, true to 

life images that stand out from the crowd and insist on being 

admired. Not only is the surface of Museo Portrait superior 

to the competition but its unmatched thickness at 11.4 mil 

(290gsm) gives the highly saturated prints a distinguished 

photographic feel and keeps the images free from cockle. 

Museo Portrait is economical and delivers remarkable 

imaging capabilities with maximum ink load and high D-Max 

for the best photographic reproductions imaginable.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Weight  290 gsm

Caliper 14 mil

Brightness  97%

pH Nuetral

*All values are targets

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
 - Premium resin coated base paper

 - Instant dry

 - Vibrant colors

 - Rich blacks

 - Fade resistant

 - Bright white

 - Smooth gloss fi nish

 - Designed for use with photo black ink

COMMON APPLICATIONS
 - Premium Photo Reproduction

 - Premium Art Reproduction

 - Photo Books

 - Gallery Reproductions

 - Limited Edition

 - Wedding Prints and Albums

 - Portraits

 - Exhibition Prints

 - Sepia Prints

PROCESSING TIPS
- Preferred side out 

FINISHING & PRINTING 
 - Handle paper by the edges prior to printing

 - Special care should be taken not to contaminate the ink 

receptive surface

 - Allow adequate dry time prior to framing

SHELF LIFE
2 years from ship date

STORAGE CONDITIONS
Temperature 50-85° F (10-30° C)

Relative Humidity 30-65%

OPTIMAL PRINTING ENVIRONMENT
Temperature 50-85° F (10-30° C)

Relative Humidity 30-65%

MUSEO
PORTRAIT
290 gsm photo paper 
(gloss)

PRINTER COMPATIBILITY


